
The ROBIOTIC.
ANALYSIS
From our many years’ experience we know: Eve-
ry customer is different, every IoT project is diffe-
rent. This is why ROBIOTIC does not provide you an      
off-the-shelf solution, but an individual potential 
analysis tailored to your needs.

1. First contact
Every successful business relationship begins with 
personal contact. Give us a call or send us an e-mail.

2. First interview
We introduce ourselves to you and you give us a 
first insight into your work and your company, so 
we develop an understanding of your requirements

Would you like to know what IoT means to your company? Are you looking for realistic IoT scenarios for your 
company? Do you want to be future-oriented and increase your competitiveness?
Then we are the right partner for you! We will find out about the potential your business has if suitable IoT 
solutions extend it. For that we offer the „small“ package ROBIOTIC.ANALYSIS at a fixed price. The package 
includes steps 1-3 of our integrated ROBIOTIC.CONCEPT. We analyze your business and provide you with the 
basics for a proven business case to leverage new, IoT-driven business potentials.

3. The Workshop
Together we develop a detailed structure and   
identify the guidelines of your planned IoT project. 
As a result of our workshop, you will receive your 
ROBIOTIC Business Case, a comprehensive proof of 
concept, answering your most important questions:
 What do I want to achieve?
 What is my product, my service?
 What should I ideally do?
 How high are my investment costs?

Concrete, not superficial: The ROBIOTIC Business 
Case summarizes the most important key data of 
your planned IoT project in a compressed form. A 
real value proposition, based on valid data & facts 
including investment plan, cost overview and - if 
possible and necessary - ROI calculation. This is 
how ROBIOTIC provides you with the perfect basis 
for decision-making. Do you have any questions? 
Give us a call!
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